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0. INTRODUCTION 
Let M’ be a complex manifold and let MC M’ be a relatively compact 
open subset whose boundary M,, is a C” submanifold of M’. The purpose of 
this paper is to investigate the question of extending pseudocomplex structures 
on MO sufficiently close to the one induced by the embedding of MO i-n M’ to 
complex structures on M. It is established that the extension holds if the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
I. HQ(A4, A” T’* @ T’” = 8 for q = n - 2, n - 1, where n = 
M = dim&V’; T’ and T’* are the holomorphic tangent and cotangent 
bundles over M’, and A” stands for the nth exterior algebra bundle, i.e., 
K = A” T’” is the canonical bundle. Furthermore, K @ T’* is the sheaf 
of germs of holomorphic sections of K @ T’*, and P(M, K @ T’*> is the 
gth cohomology group of M with coefficients in K @ T’*. 
If. The Levi form of Me has at least two positive eigenvalues, 
We observe that I holds if M is a Stein manifold, and if M’ is Stein and 
is strongly pseudoconvex, then both I and II hold. If one assumes II, then 
there are other conditions on M’ which are of purely geometric nature and 
imply I. This can be seen as follows. 
Let CP,n(a, T’*) be the space of all Cm T’*-valued (p, q)-forms which are 
extendible to M’, and let a* be the formal adjoint the patchy-~ierna~~ 
operator a” with respect to some metric g on M’. e denote by &+,a the 
of CP*‘J(M, T’*) consisting of the harmonic forms which satisfy the 
conditions of the Z-Neumann problem. If II holds, then the 
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theory developed in [2, 41 shows that pn*q is isomorphic to Hq(M, K 0 T’*) 
for q = y1 - 1, n - 2. By the Poincare duality, Y@q is isomorphic to 
sF’~*~ = (u / E CO,QZ, T’) & = a*u = 0, tu = 0} for q = 1,2, where tu 
denotes the complex tangential part of u on MO (see Section 2). Hence 
condition I is equivalent to the following statement: there exists a constant 
co > 0 such that 
II u II2 < co(ll Bu II2 + II a*u II”) (0.1) 
for all u E CO,Q(R, T’ with tu = 0, q = 1, 2. Here I/ j/ is the L,-norm with 
respect o g. 
Now, in an earlier work of A. Andreotti and E. Vesentini (On deformations 
of discontinuous groups, Acta Math. (1964 , 112, it is established (see pp. 
275-7 that if g is a Kahler-Einstein metric with sufficiently negative curvature, 
then for all x E M’ and u E C”sQ(iis, T’), q = 1,2, 
(u, u>, G CONI -*-l q *) u, u>, (0.2) 
where U = %* + 8*8, * is the Hodge star-operator, and ( , ). is the inner 
product at x. 
Hence, by Stokes’ theorem (0.2) implies (0.1) for all u with tu = ti?*u = 0 
and this is precisely what is needed for the proof of the main result of this 
paper (see Sections 2 and 3). 
I would like to thank Professor C. D. Hill for bringing the problem to my 
attention and for the number of useful discussions I had with him. I am 
deeply indebted to Professor M. Kuranishi for his interest in this work and 
for his kindness in making available a copy of [5] which has not yet appeared 
in print. Part of this material is used in Section 1. 
1. ALMOST PSEUDOCOMPLEX STRUCTURES AND INTEGRABILITY CONDITIONS 
Let II = dimcM and let CTM, be the complexification of the real tangent 
bundle TM, of MO . 
DEFINITIQN 1.1. An almost pseudocomplex structure on M, is given by a 
complex subbundle E” of CTM, of complex fiber dimension II - 1 such that 
E’ n E” = (0) where E’ = E”. 
DEFINITION 1.2. E” is integrable if for any two sections L and L’ of 
E” over an open set U of MO, [L, L’] is also a section of E”. 
There is a natural integrable almost pseudocomplex structure on MO given 
by “T” = T” n CTM, , T” = T’. In general, if S is an almost complex 
structure on M, i.e., S is a complex subbundle of CTM of fiber complex 
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dimension yz such that S n s = (0}, then E” = S n CT&, is an almost 
pseudocomplex structure on M,, . Moreover, if S is integrable, so is E". 
Let CT*M, be the complexified cotangent bundle of M, and let (~9”)~ C 
CT*& be the annihilator of I?‘. 
DEFINITION 1.3. If @,..., 0” are differential forms of degree 1 on an open 
set U of AJ0, then we say that they form a defining system of 5” over k: 
if 05 E C”‘(U, (E”)l), 1 <j < n, and, for eachp E U, (%Pl,.S., O,Pz> is a base of 
(Ei)’ where Ei is the fiber of E” over p. 
PRQPOSITION 1.4. Let E” be an almost pseudocomplex structure on 
Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) E” is integrable. 
@I Ift@,..., en> is a dejining system over an open set U, d@ = C,, u,ej A Ok, 
1 d j < n, for some diffeerential form ukf of degree 1. 
Proo$ The assertion follows at once from the formula 
2dB(L, L’) = L . O(L’) - L’ * O(L) $ Q([L, el]) (1.1) 
which holds for any differential form 9 of degree 1 and for all sections L, 
L’ of CT&&. 
We now choose a real subbundle F of TIM, of real fiber dimension 1 
such that 
@TM,, = “T’ @ “T” @ CF, “T’ = “T”. (I ~2) 
The existence of such F can be seen as follows. Since ‘T’ @ “T” is invariant 
under conjugation, there is a real vector subbundle “1” of Tn/l, such that 
“T’ 0 “T” = CT. By dimension consideration we have that “T is of real 
fiber codimension 1. Hence any supplementary vector subbundle F of “T in 
TIM, satisfies (1.2). F is by no means unique but we pick one such F and 
fix it once and for all. 
Let p’: CTA4 + T’ be the projection. It follows from (1.2) that (‘T’ @ @F’)n 
(T” 1 A4J = (0) where T” j M,, is the restriction of T” to iti,, . Hence 
p’ I(“T’ @ CF) is an isomorphism. We denote by 
~:T’jMo--t3T’@@F, JJ.3 
the inverse of p’ /(“T’ @ CF). It is clear from the definition that T is the 
identity on “T’ and 
T(fJ’X) = x for all X E CF. 0 4 
Let 8 be a differential form of degree r. 
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DEFINITION 1.5. We say that 8 is of type (0, rX if 0(X, ,..., X,.) = 0 
whenever any one of X, ,..., X, is a section of “T’ @ CF. 
DEFINITION 1.6. An almost pseudocomplex structure E” on M, is of 
finite distance to “T” if rrH / E” :‘E” + ‘Tn is an isomorphism where V-Y: 
@TM, + “T” is the projection with respect to the decomposition (1.2). 
It is easy to see that in this case we can write 
E” = {X - q&Y-) j XE Ty. (1.5) 
Here ?1 : “T” + “T’ @ @F is a homomorphism defined by y1 = 
-(id - T() o (d’ 1 E”)-1. Let q = 7-l o y1 : “T” --f T’ 1 M, . Then 9 is a 
T’ [ &$-valued differential form of type (0, I)* . Hence we obtain the following 
PROPOSITION 1.7. If E” is an almost pseudocomplex structure on M,, of 
finite distance to “T”, then there exists a unique T’ 1 A&,-valude dgferential form 
y of type (0, l)b such that 
E” = (X - T 0 gp(X) 1 XE OT”]. (1.6) 
Conversely, if V’ : CT&, -> “T’ is the projection with respect to the 
decomposition (1.2) and 91 is a T’ / &&-valued differential form of type 
(0, l)b with the property that at each point x E M, the map 17, o 17, : “TL -+ “Ti 
does not have eigenvalue 1, u = 71’ 0 T 0 y, then formula (1.6) defines an 
almost pseudocomplex structure on M,, . 
DEFINITION 1.8. E” defined by (1.6) is called the almost pseudocomplex 
structure determined by 9 relative to “T” and is denoted by “T: . 
Let h : M’ --+ R be a function defined as follows: / h(p)1 = geodesic 
distance from p to M, , h(p) > 0 if p $ M, and h(p) < 0 if p E M. Clearly 
there exists a neighborhood N of M0 in M’ such that h is of class C” and 
dh Z 0 in N. If XE CT&f,, (X, dh) = 0 where (X, dh) is the evaluation of 
the differential form dh at X. Then (p’X, dh) = -<p”X, dh), and since h is 
real-valued (p’X, dh) is a purely imaginary number for X E TM,, . We note 
that p”: CTM -+ T” is the projection. On the other hand, since p’F n "T'=(O), 
(p/X, dh) # 0 for any nonzero XE F. Thus, for each x E M,, , there is a 
unique X, E iF such that (p’X, , dh) = 1. We set X, = P,’ - Pz , Pi = p$,‘, 
P,’ E T,‘, P,” E T; . Hence we have sections P’, P” of T’ 1 M,, , T” j M, , 
respectively, satisfying the following conditions 
P’ - P” _C iF, p’ = p”, (1.7) 
(P’, dh) = <P”, dh) = 1. (1.8) 
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We can extend P’ (resp., P”) to a section of T’ (req.? T”). Let 17 be a 
coordinate neighborhood in N with coordinates z = @I,..., z”). e set 
= ahlazj, h, = hi = ahlazj, PI = cj pjalas, B" = cjp7ap,pj = pm 
y (1.8) we have that 
Tpjhi = &9hj = I. 
j 
(1.9) 
On U = MO r~ 0 we define 
zj = ajazj - hy, l<j<n. (1.10) 
It follows from (1.8) that (Zj , dh) = 0 and hence Zj is a section of “T’. 
Moreover, Z, ,‘..) Z, generate “T’ and satisfy the relation 
c pjzj = 0. 
3. 
(1.11) 
If i: U -+ 0 is the injection, d’h = C hjdz’ and d’h = d’h, we set 
We observe that i*dh = i*(d’h + d”h) = di*h = 0 since h = 0 on 
The differential forms zi,..., .?? are of type (0, l)b and generate C?(U, (“T”)‘$ 
where (“T”)* is the dual bundle of “T”. By (1.12) we have that 
2 hkZ7< = 0. 
k 
Hence any differential form # of type (0, r)b can be written as 
(1.13) 
c pi*&.../&. = 0. (1.15) 
Now, since P’ - P” E CF, we have by (1.4) that 
Tp’ = p’ - p”. (I.1 
Since Zj E “T’ and T 1 “7” = id, @/azj) = ~(2~ + h,P’) = Zj + hp’ - 
h,P” = a/azi - hjP”. We will write S/azj instead of 7(3/&j). Thus we have 
that 
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If g is a differentiable function on 0, 
dg = C [@g/h’“) dz” + (ag/@) d2”] 
= i (ag/tz”)(dz” - $” d”k) + (P’g) dh + C @g/W - k$“g) dzk. 
k 
Hence, if f is a differentiable function on U, we can write 
df = c [(l;fltP) z” + (8y/t3zle> i* dz”]. 
74 
(1.18) 
The operator Ck (a/@) Zk is the boundary Cauchy-Riemann operator 8, . 
Hence, (1.18) can be rewritten as 
df = &,f + 1 (a~/ia.~‘~> ix dz”. 
k 
(1.19) 
We are now in a position to derive the integrability condition for the almost 
pseudocomplex structure “TJ in a convenient form. In terms of the local 
coordinates (z’,..., x”) we have that y = CE @(i3/az%) where q+ is a scalar- 
valued differential form of type (0, & . It is then easy to check that 
i3l = i*dzl + $,..., 8” = i*dzn + qP (1.20) 
form a defining system of “Ti . Hence, Proposition 1.4 implies that “Ti is 
integrable if and only if 
dpk = 0 (mod @,..., &), 1 \ck<a (1.21) 
for any coordinate system @I,..., 2”). 
First of all, we note that, by (1.19), for any differentiable function f on U 
we have df = &,f - CR (tFf/iazk) spk (mod Bl,..., 8%). Hence 
d?? E c [h& A (8,~~ - (aTpE/W) $) + p’%/+ A @ok, - @“k#zi) @)I, 
is2 
mod(@,..., 6”). (1.22) 
Since $ = x1 yrkZz and Ctp’qrk = 0, (1.22) implies that 
s z (abyi” - (aTyikjt3zj) $) A zL + 1 kiyi A Tpik(B,pi - (a7pz/azj) r$), 
i,j,z 
mod(&,..., en). (1.23) 
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We observe that &,i,zk = 0 because Fe - d.2 is zero on ‘T’. Then condition 
(1.23) can be written as 
d@ Fizz &yh” - c (2’q3/2$) rpj A zz + c hipi A cp7jy&pi - (Z~p$Mzj) q’), 
i.1 i,j,l 
mod(F,..., 8”). (1.24) 
Since T’ is a holomorphic vector bundle, for any T’ / MO-valued d~fferen.tia~ 
form 9 = Ck @a/2zk, xk (&JJ~)(~/~z~) . IS independent of the choice of z and 
hence represents a T’ 1 MO-valued form which we denote by 2,~. If we write 
the right-hand side of (1.24) as CP mod (@,..., 19~) it is not difficult to check 
that CD = Ck ~F(a/az~~) is a well-defined T’ i M,-valued differential form of 
type (0, 2))b . Now (1.21) and (1.24) imply the following 
PROPOSITION 1.9. The almost pseudocomplex structure “Ti is integrable 
<f and only zy @ = 0. 
Let Tz be an almost complex structure on M determined by w E CY(M, T’). 
PRQPOSITION 1.10. T,” n @TM,, = ’ Tt if and only if 
Fj = C w,$(6jE - hip” + hiyj”pl’), 1 < 1 <lZ, 
i,k 
(1.25) 
Proof. it follows from Proposition 1.7 that “T,” is spanned by 
zi- = zj - C qjj(ar/&j) = ala.2 - C (Ai - h,yii)p”(a/aZ’) - c ?+(a/&?‘) 
3. i,i j 
Since T,” = (X - o(X)] X E T”}, a vector ‘& Q(a/azj) + Cj <‘(a/29) beloags 
to T,” if and only if sj = -XI, wpjSE. Hence Ziq E T,” if and only if (1.25) 
holds. 
Let $J = C #EI,,,ETdFkl A +.a A dZkr be a differential form of type ( 
M. Then we can write i*$ = t$ mod (i*d”h) where 
t$ = c 7)+.g,Zkl A ... A z7c,, (1.26) 
and we say that tt,b is the complex tangential part of #. If, moreover, $ is a 
differential form with values in a holomorphic vector bundle of rank WZ, then 
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we can locally express # as an m-tuple of scalar-valued forms (z/G,..., #“) and 
define t# as (t@,..., t#“). 
We now assume that F is “T’-valued. This means that y is a form of type 
(0, l)b with values in T’ I M,, such that 7 0 y = v. In terms of local co- 
ordinates z = (zl,..., z”) the last condition can be written as 
C hipf = 0, 1 < I < n. (1.27) 
In this case, if w E COJ(B, T’) such that 7,” can be defined, then (1.13), 
(1.25), (1.26), and (1.27) imply that T," n @TM, = “TG if and only if 9 = tw. 
Let JJ = &J - [ w, w] where w = Cj,r wP’“d~‘(a/&+) and [w, w] = Cj,k,l 
(aclJ,~/az~) CtJj A d,qa/azlc>. 
PROPOSITION 1.11. Let p be a T’ 1 MO-valued differential form of type 
(0, l)b satisfying (1.27). Let @ = & @k(aj&k) be the form defined by (1.24). 
If w E COJ(?i?f, T’) is such that g, = tw, then 
tQ = CD - C w,“p”hi@j(a/azk). 
orJ,k 
(1.28) 
Proof. Let h,, j = ah,/azj, hi,5 = ah,/azj, h,, j = ahJaz$, and hi,j = ah&f. 
Since yjk = mjk - hj Cz wikpl, (1.13) and the fact that Ci,thi,j Zi A Z’ = 0 
imply that Ci,j (avjkpi) zi A Zj = xi,? (i3wjk/a~i) Zi A Z? Thus &D = 
t&o. Furthermore, 
; (aTyi”/&j) c$ A zz = t[w, w]lc - c c w,72p”u~hi,fZ” A ?tz. (1.29) 
01 i,j,z 
By assumption 
We now apply the tangential differential operator a/agz - hip’ to the 
equality (1.30) and sum over i and I after multiplying by zi A Zz. Since 
h,,i = hi,? we have that 
C hi,jwi’p A Zz = - C hj(&$/aZ’) Zi A Zz = C hit ~CIJ~ = C hj 8b$. 
iJ,Z i2.Z j j 
(1.31) 
On the other hand, condition (1.27) implies that @’ = &@ - Ci (aTFnj/ 
azq # A Z” and Cj hj(aT9)r7j/azy = - Cj &(aTh,pz~) = - cj hj,iFEj. But 
hi,j = hj,i, so xi,? hi,@ A q9 = 0. Hence 
C h,@ = C hj E&9. (1.32) 
j j 
Finally, we obtain the desired result by combining (1.29), (1.31), and (1.32). 
Q.E.D. 
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2. A NONCOERCIVE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 
Tn this section we consider a boundary value problem which will play a 
crucial role in the extension of pseudocomplex structures. Bur discussion 
will be based on the fundamentally important results that have been obtained 
in [2, 31. 
Let a* be the formal adjoint of 5 with respect o the metric g in 1M’. Let 
me) E COJ(IM, T’). We will assume that for some sufficiently large integer 
k > 0 the Sobolev k-norm 11 w /lk is sufficiently small with respect o various 
absolute constants which will appear in the sequel and will be denoted by 6. 
For U, u E COJ(A?, T’) we consider the bilinear form 
Q(u, 7J) = @u, au> +@*u, a*v> - 2([w, U]> au), (2.4) 
Let {UJ be a finite set of holomorphic coordinate neighborhoods in 
which cover &i, and let z,l,..., zan be holomorphic coordinates in U, . 
u E C’~,Q(?%~ 7”) we define the seminorms 
where u = C, , I J y u$)‘dZ,I A dZ,J(a/iizaY) on U, , I = {il < ... < i,), 9 = 
(.jI < ‘.. < j,)anddz,’ = dz$ A .. . A dz>, dTaJ = d,Z$ A .‘. A dZ$. We define 
E’(U) = Ii u Ii2 + JM, j u j2dS + /I u iii. Here jl u II2 is the &-norm on C”J(R, T’) 
and dS is the volume element on AJ0 . Let VU be the complex normal com- 
ponent of U, i.e., vu consists of all terms in the local expression of ids which 
are divisible by i”dh, and Let P**(@, T’) = {ti E CP,q(lv, r’)i VU = Oj. 
Assume q > 0, and for each point on iI&, the Levi form either has n - q 
positive eigenvalues or q + 1 negative eigenvalues. Then the basic estimate 
of Kohn and Morrey holds (see [2, pp. 130-133; 4, pp. 458459 and pp. 463- 
46413, i.e., for all u E P*@ 
Let 5% = {u E CO,Q(a, T’)I tu = 0). It is easily verified that u E !S if and 
only if *#u E ~%~-!=‘(li7i, T’*) where T’” is the dual bundle of T’, * is t 
Hodge star-operator, and # is defined as follows: if ~6”) = C, ~(~)“(8/az,~) is 
the local expression of u on the coordinate neighborhood U and ( g(& are 
the components of the metric tensor, then (#u)(“) = CL,, g(,),, .Gdz&w. 
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Hence condition II of the Introduction implies that for all u E !W, 4 = 1, 2, 
On the other hand, it follows from condition I in the Introduction that 
if u E %q and 8~ = 8*u = 0, then u = 0, 4 = 1,2. Since the norm D*(u) = 
D(u, u), D(u, U) = (24, u) + (au, 2~) + (a*~, 8*v) is completely continuous 
with respect o the L,-norm II 11 , we have that I/ u II2 < C(/l 2~ /I2 + jl $*u 11”) for 
all u E %P with 4 = 1, 2. This together with (2.3) implies that for all U, z’ E W 
Let !& be the completion of !W with respect o the norm D(U). Then the 
preceding inequalities imply that for each square-integrable T/-valued form 
fof type (0, 1) there exists a unique u E !8’ for which 
126~ 4 = (f, 4 for all 21 E !B. w3) 
Now the space W satisfies the requirements (a), (b), (c) given in [3], 
pp. 451-452. Moreover, conditions (i), (ii)‘, (iii) of the same paper, pp. 452- 
453, hold for the bilinear form Q(u, v). However, condition (ii) is not satis- 
fied, i.e., the integrand of Q’(u, U) contains products of first-order derivatives 
of u and zi. Hence, we cannot directly conclude that if fe COJ(R, T’), then 
u E 123. We now proceed to show that one could overcome this difficulty and 
obtain the desired regularity result. First we observe that u is Cm in the 
interior of M because Q is strongly elliptic. 
It is easy to see that each point of iWO has a neighborhood U which admits 
a boundary coordinate system, i.e., a system {P,..., t2+‘+l, h), where h is the 
function defined in Section 1, the ti are C” real-valued functions, and at 
every point of U, (dti, dh) = 0, 1 < i < 2n - 1. Let 58” = {(tl,..., t2+l, h)j 
h < O}. If r is a C” function with compact support in rW? we define the partial 
Fourier transform 
W, 4= s exp(-(-l)‘/” t . 6) r(t, 12) dt, @a-1 
(2.9) 
2n-1 
Lf = ((I,..., p-1>, t = (tl,..., P-l), t . f = c tip. 
i=l 
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For real s the operator T, is given by 
Then the tangential s-norm of Y is 
/jj r Ills = 1: 7-J Ij . (2. I I) 
Let Djr = arjari, 1 <j < 2n - 1 be the tangential derivatives of r an 
& = &-/ah be the normal derivative of Y. Then the expression l/i Dr /his is 
given by 
/I/ Dr iii: = /j/ D,J illi + ii’ r ~I;‘,+, . (2.12) 
We may assume that (&, ah) = 1 at every point of U. We can then define 
a special moving frame on U to be a set <I,+..> [” of (I, O)-forms on U such 
that in = ah and (ii, 5j> = 2P at every point of U. 3f u E C”J(&?‘, T’), then, 
on U n &if, u = (d,..., ZP) where LP = CIJ a&[“, 5” = @ A ... A I;i~ A 
5’1 ,,y “.1 A pg, 1 < DL < n. If Y is a differential function on U, then rfi = 
(dr, F) and ygi = (dr, &. Hence &P = C U;Z~ A 5”’ + .‘. and a*@ = 
(- VT1 Crn,l,H ~~~*>~la<mH)cP + .*. where N runs through all the (q - I)- 
tuples and (&I) is the ordered q-tuple consisting of m and ~7, E?&& is ihe 
sign of the permutation taking mH into (mH), and the dots denote terms 
which do not contain differential components. Pt is clear that tu = 0 if and 
only if us = 0 on M0 whenever n $ J, The seminorms /I u ii: = z:i,a,i,J 
iI u$ri ii2 and 11 u11% = Ci,a,l,J jl z&i /,2 are equivalent to I/ u iiz and I/ u ;I:, 
respectively. If the support of u lies in U A AT, then we set /I/ u I/Is = CI,J,, 
jj: U~J Illa and II/ DU /IiS = CI,J,V j!l Dul;j Ills . We also have 
A linear operator A ; C,m(RT) -+ Cm@%?) is called an operator of tan- 
gential order p if for each real s there is a constant C, such that i/[ Ar I//~ < 
C, II/ r IllS+P for all r E C,m(rW-*), i.e., for all C” functions Y with compact 
support on 58”. Let Y(R2”) be the space of all C” functions which together 
with their derivatives die out faster than any power of j t i + / h / at infinity. 
It is well known that the operator defined by multiplication by such a function 
is of tangential order zero. Hence, if L is a first-order differential operator 
with coefficients in Y(R?), then 
11~ Lr l!ls < C, Ii/ Dr /IIs e (2.14) 
Let LZ$ be the set of all operators A of tangential order p such that A = 
cTP~ with <, v E COm(R?). Each A E dP has the following properties: A and 
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its adjoint A* are of tangential order p; A - A* is of tangential order p - 1; 
(Ar)(t, 0) = 0 for all Y E C,“(R?) with r(t, 0) = 0; if L is a first-order dif- 
ferential operator, then for each real s there is a constant C, such that for all 
r E C,m(rW?) 
IIlL% Ll r //Is < G Ill Dr lIIs+p--l , [A, L] = AL - LA, (2.15) 
IW - A*, Ll r Ills < G Ill Dr lIIs+p--2~ (2.16) 
IIlL [A, Lll r I/Is G Cs Ill Dr ll!s+~p--2 . (2.17) 
If u E Cp,q(&i, T’), i and 17 have their supports in U n M we define Au = 
C A@[“, A E JZ$ . The regularity at the boundary follows from certain a 
priori estimates derived in [3, pp. 464-466 and pp. 471-4721. A close examina- 
tion of the proof of these estimates hows that they hold if we have the 
following 
LEMMA 2.1. There is a constant C, such that for all A E J$~ and all u E W 
with support in U n ii? 
I Q(& A41 G C,(l Qh A”4 + Ill Du Ill:-13. (2.18) 
Proof. For forms u we denote by Lu the bracket 2[w, u]. Since Q(u, v) = 
D(u, a) - (Lu, au) is a first-order bilinear form, Lemma 3.1 of [3, p. 4601, 
gives that 
I 2Q(Au, Au) - Q(A*Au, u) - Q(u, A*Au)l < C,’ //I Du lil:-l. (2.19) 
On the other hand, a straightforward calculation shows that 
(LA*Au, au) = (LU, bf*h) + 2([L, A] U, 8AU) 
+ 2(LAu, [A, 81 u) + ([L, A* - Al Au, au) 
+ (Lu, [A* - A, 21 Au) + (KG AI, 4 u, 24 
+ (Lu, [[A, 21, Al 4 + W, Al ~3 (A* - -4 24 
+ ((A* - A) Lu, [A, 814 + W, Al u, L-4 $14 
+ WA, Ll us 14 214. 
Since A E JZ$ , Au E W. Then (2.3), (2.5), and (2.15) with s = 0 imply that 
W, Al u, 24 = Wll Du I/L--l * I QGh JWI”“), 
@Au, MA, 21 4 = W Du L-l . I QW, A4V2), 
(2.21) 
where B = O(R) if 1 B 1 < CQ I R 1 for some constant Co depending on p. 
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Applying (2.13) with s = 1 - p, (2.14) with s = p - 1, and (2.16) with 
s = 1 - p and r = Au, we have that ([L, A* - A] Au, 8~) = O(ili DAzk /i]--l 
//I Du 111,-l). By (2.12) and (2.15) 111 DAu lli!l = II/ i,Au lil”l $ /;I Au Ill; = 
O(lil ADhu ill?l + IIlPhJl u II!?, f 111 u Iii:) = O(!il &u lN3-1 + /I! Jh Iii,“-,> =
O(lll Du Iii:-,I. Th 
([L, A* - A] Au, au) = O(lli Du !/i;-l . (2.22) 
The same arguments can be used to estimate the fifth term on the right of 
(2.21). Hence 
(Lu, [A* - A, 31 Au) = @Ii Du iii:-,>. (2.23) 
Applying (2.13) with s = 1 - p, (2.14) with s = p - 1, and (2.117) with 
s = I - p we obtain 
Finally, Schwarz’s inequality, (2.15), and the fact that A - A* is of 
tangential order p - 1 imply that each of the remaining terms on the right- 
hand side of (2.20) is O(lj] Du #f-,>. 
NOW, (2.20), (2.21), (2.22), (2.23), (2.24), and the preceding remark give 
the inequahty 
(LA*Au, &> 
= (La, aA*Au) + O(l!l Du 1llD-1 . I Q(Au, Au I1’z) -j- O(/jj Du iiif-,). (2.25) 
If fir stands for 2 or a*, then we have the relation 
(KA*Au, Ku) = (Ku, KA*Au) + 2 Re(KAu, [A, K] u) 
+ 2(-l)+ Im{([K, A* - A] Au, Ku) $ ([[K, A], A] u, Ku) 
+ (K AI u, (A” - 4 WI + WC Al u, 
+ UK AI u, -4). (2.26) 
It is now clear that the arguments used in the derivation of (2.25) also 
impIy 
D(A*Au, u) = lE@, A*Au) + U( I/j Dzl Illp--l - I Q(Au, Au II/“) + 0(/i/ Dzl /ll,“_,>. 
(2.27) 
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Hence, by combining (2.25) and (2.27) we have 
= Qh A*& + Wll Du ILI . I QGk Au)I~‘~) + O(lll Du Ill,“-& (2.28) 
The desired estimate (2.18) is obtained with the aid of (2.19) and (2.28). 
Q.E.D. 
If I/ IIs denotes the Sobolev s-norm over %!, then the a priori estimates for 
the solution u of (2.8) also give the inequality 
II 24 /!Sfl G cs M-II, . (2.29) 
Remark 2.2. As a consequence of Stokes’ theorem, the unique solution 
u E W of (2.8) has the property t2*u = 0. Assume that f E CO$i?, 7”) and 
8*f = 0. Then another application of Stokes’ theorem gives ~S*U = 0, and 
hence a*u = 0. Thus the equation s*(% - 2[w, u]) = fhas a unique solution 
u E W which satisfies (2.29) 
Our next task is to investigate the dependence of the constant C, in (2.29) 
on w. 
LEMMA 2.3. FOP each s > 1 there exists a constant C, such that for all Y 
IIFs , al r II G Cdll a llnf2 Ill r I/L-l + II a l112+2+s II y II). 
Proof. [TS , a] Y = T,ar - aT,r 
T%f& h) = (1 + I t W2 j L?(r), h> Yt - rl, 4 Q%, 
a%-(& hl = j &v, W + I E - TI 12F2 % - ~34 h. 
A routine computation shows that 
IQ + 1‘5 12)s’2 - (1 + I E - q 12P I 
< C,((l + I E - ‘? 12F2 I q I + (1 + I T 12F2>. 
Hence by the Schwarz inequality and (2.31) we have 
IZE, al 4% %V 
(2.30) 
(2.31) 
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Now, let p(h) = J (1 f / 7j I”)\ G(q, h)jZ dv. Then p(O) - p(h) = Ji p’(y) dy. 
Since D&r, 12) = By&v, h), it follows that 1 p(h)1 < j p(O)1 + /I\ Da iI/ . Here 
p(B) is the Sobolev l-norm on EP-r which we denote by / a jl . By the 
Sobolev inequalities j a iI + /I( Da I// is bounded by jj a jlnfZ . A similar 
reasoning shows that 
(2.32) 
We note that the last inequality takes care of the cases when s is an integer 
and s is a half-integer. This completes the proof. ED. 
We now take a covering{ V”l)of M and a refmement (US> such that Bi= CC V”. 
By identifying V” n R with an open set in R2” we define the operator T,” on 
U” which is the usual operator T, multiplied by a function in COac(P’” n ?$I 
and identically one on U”. Then another way of defining the tangential 
s-norm for a form u is I/j u //IS = C, Ii T, %%f II2 where (~a)~ is a partition of 
unity with respect to the covering { UU}. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let u be the unique solution of (2.8) with tu = tZ”u = 0, 
Then 
Proof. We write 
where q ,u = q u - 2a*[w, U] = 0~ - a*Lu. 
We will denote by E and C(E) small and large constants, respectively. 
Using (2.15) we get that the second and sixth terms are bounded by 
C(E)~;’ 130% #LI + ~(11 ~T,“o”u II2 + Ij ~*T,%“u ii”>. The third and seventh 
terms are obviously bounded by C(~)ljj u !!I”, + ~(11 aTS%% II2 + 11 a*T.:u% l12jS 
Application of the commutator to the first half of the inner product and 
integration by parts imply that the fourth, Sfth, eighth, and ninth terms imply 
that they are bounded by C(E)/ u 11: t +/I 8TSaaa /Ia, + [j 2*T,vu $z>. Since 
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[Ts , aDj] r = [T, , a] Djr, we see by Lemma 2.3 that the tenth and the 
thirteenth terms are bounded by C(E)]] w Ill+, I[j Du 11ji-1 + ~(11 ~T,“cs”u /I2 + 
l/I/ LTs”@u II”> + C(~)ll w ll:+s+s // u 11,” . Finally, the eleventh term can obviously 
be bounded by C(E)11 u 11: + E j/ 8Ts”u% lj2, and another application of the 
commutator and integration by parts leads to bounding the twelfth term by 
C(c)11 u 11: + E [I LTs%“u 11%. At the beginning of this paragraph we assumed 
that 11 w 11% is small with respect o various constants for sufficiently large k. 
We may now take, for example, k > y1 + 3. Then from (2.34) we obtain (by 
using (2.3) and condition I in the Introduction) 
< C(I(Tsaf~ Ts”aauIl + !ll DA ills--l + II u IIs + II w llE+s II u IIf>. (2.35) 
On the other hand, the left-hand side of (2.35) is bounded from below by 
Ill DTs”@u Ill-m. Also, l(Ts”d Tsa41 < Ill ~sa~YlII-1,2 III Tsa@u II/I/~ < C(E) 
Ijj Ts%aflj~& + E 111 Tsaoau l/l$2 . Summing over 01 we have 
II! Du lliL12 < ~(lllflll”,-I~2 + III Du III”,-, + II u II: + II w llE+s II u Ill”). (2.36) 
Repeating the argument for the term II/ Du /ljs+l twice we get 
I/i u lli2 s+1/2 < afllf-,,2 + II u llf + II cKJ Ili+s II u 113. (2.37) 
We can now take s = m -f- $ where m is an integer. By a standard argument 
which is given in [3, pp. 465 and 4661, and which uses the ellipticity of the 
quadratic form (2, we can also estimate all derivatives of u and obtain 
II u/I ,“,,I < mafL f II u Ilk+,/2 + !I w II”,,, II u 113. (2.38) 
Now, II u!l;+l,z < E I/ u II:,, + C(c)11 u II: . Thus 
11 41 :%+I < afllk + II u 11: + II w IlE+m+l II u II3 (2.39) 
Finally, by reduction we get (2.33). Q.E.D. 
3. EXTENSIONS OF INTEGRABLE ALMOST PSEUDOCOMPLEX STRUCTURES 
It is obvious that if S is a complex structure on M, E” = S n @TM,, is an 
integrable almost pseudocomplex structure on MO. We will show that if 
conditions I and II in the Introduction are satisfied, then any integrable 
E” C “T’ @ “T” can be extended to a complex structure on M provided E” is 
sufficiently close to “T”. 
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For functions r E C,m(Rd) and a real number p we define a §mootbi~g 
operator that has been introduced by Nash in [7] by the f~rrn~la 
where x(x) is a function whose Fourier transform g(l) = 1 for / 5 1 < + and 
is identically equal to zero for 1 [ 1 > 1 and which is Cm in E. Then one can 
establish the following inequalities 
Next we define Seeley’s extension operator E ; COm(rWPk) -+ C’O:o”(R~) 
isee PII by 
Wx’, Y> = 4x’, Y), 
= go a&c’, b,y), 
for y < 0, 
for y > 0, 
where x’ = (xl,..., xk-l), and ak and b, are chosen so that b, = -2” and 
zz=‘=, alcbkln = 1 for every integer m > 0. 
This operator has the property that it is bounded in the Sobolev norms 
over R-” and W, respectively, 
If n : CK(W) + CmEXk) is the restriction, then R”(p) = R 0 R’(p) 0 E ; 
C,,~(K1~) + C,,m(lR-k) satisfies the same inequalities as (3.2) with the Sobolev 
norms taken over [Wed. 
We now imbed the differentiable double l@ of M in some euciidean space. 
Then the technique developed by Nash in 174 shows that the smoothing 
operator can be defined for arbitrary tensors on l@. Furthermore, if Ii is a 
boundary coordinate neighborhood in l@ and .T = (T$::> is a compactly- 
supported tensor in U n R, then E.7 = (ET$::) is a well-defined compact- 
ly-supported tensor in U. Conversely, if T is compactly-supported in U, then 
T = (ilY$:::} is well-defined and compactly supported in U (7 &?. By 
using partition of unity we can thus conclude that for each real number p we 
have a linear map R(p); C”$@, T’) ---f COmq(H, T’) such that the following 
property is satisfied; for any integers m, k there exists a constant C,,i, such 
that for all u E C”,4(M, T’) 
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THEOREM 3.1. Assume that M and M’ satisfy conditions I and II in the 
Introduction. Let 91 be a T’ / M,-valued C” differential form of type (0, l)b 
with sufficiently small Sobolev k-norm j y lk on MO for some suf$cientIy 
larger integer k, and j 9 /,, < const pO” for all 0 < h < X, , where p0 > 1 is a 
suf$ciently large real number and h, > k is a sufficiently large integer. Then 
there exists o E COJ(R, T’) such that G(w) = 0 and to = y where G(w) = 
a*@LJ - [w, co]). 
Proof. We will follow the method of Moser given in [6]. If w E COJ(m, T’) 
we can write w = Zw + Jwd”h and we observe that i% = tw and Fw E 
C”so(a, 7-l). We set i%w = VW. Take w. E COJ(R, T’) such that two = 9, 
and 11 w. l!A < const j p In. We can regard w. as an approximate solution 
of G(w) = 0 and observe that /I G(w,&, is sufficiently small if the same is 
true for j p lit . The actual solution will be constructed as a limit of a sequence 
of approximate solutions w. , w1 ,..., wj ,.... 
Let PO , Pi ,.+., Pj ,.-. be a sequence of real numbers with p. as in the state- 
ment of the theorem and pjql = py”. 
For w E COJ(R, r’) we define G’(w)(u) = lim,,, s-l(G(w + su) -G(w)) = 
a*@24 - 2[w, u]). 
Assume that wi , 0 < i < j, have already been constructed such that 
II wi Ilk G 71, for small 7, (3.6) 
II wi Ilh G CPiA, for some constant C and 4 < h < X0 , (3.7) 
Wifl = wi + fuui + R(pi+J 5uid”h, (34 
where 
G’(N pit-J 4 *i + WC pi+2 4 = 0, tu, = 0, a*ui = 0. 
We remark that (3.6) and (3.7) hold for w. . The theory developed in 
Section 2 allows us to do (3.8) because of the first inequality of (3.5) with 
m = 0 and the inductive assumption (3.6). Observe that by construction 
toi = ql. 
For any 1 we have 
II uj !lc = Cd GW pf+d wj IL-l + II R( P~+J wi ll~+lc--2 II GM PM) wj II,). (3.9) 
(In (2.33) we have replaced the integer k by k - 3, i.e., we take k > n + 6 
where n = dim, M.) 
We first note that toj+, = to+ = y. We now verify (3.7) for w~+~ . Using 
(3.5), (3.9), and the inductive assumptions (3.6) and (3.7) we get 
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The last quantity is less than or equal to @Z”~+p if , is sufficiently large an 
sufficiently small. Furthermore, we can establish the following. If, in general, 
0,~ =f, with tu = t@u = 0, then l-J,,& = Zf j- N, where N stands for 
terms involving the components of U, their first derivatives, and a hnear 
combination of some of the second derivatives of the components of VU. 
Since &A = 0 on M,, , the coercive estimates obtained in [I] hold and vve have 
II f2.i !/A < GYlfllh--% + II If l’n-2.) for some constant CA’. (3.11) 
We now apply this argument o u = uj . Again with the aid of (3.5) and (3.9) 
we can establish that for some constant CI 
l/ fuj ilh G CXli GVG+d wj /IA--Z 
The same arguments, applied to ;uj give 
/i fiuj ilA < G(CA,,pj+, II wi ilh + CA-z,k&? :! wj !I~ I! wj !I,>. (3.13) 
Since &EJ~+~ = Lwj + fuui we can conclude as before that if r is sufficiently 
small and pO is sufficiently large, than /I &uWjtI ib < G&pi+, if h > 4. This an 
(3.10) give (3.7) for i =j $ 1. 
Now, if w = u i c, u, v E COJ(&Z, rl), then G(w) = G(u) -+ C(v) - 
28*[24, v]. Having this remark in mind, an application of (3.5), (3.9), (3.12) 
yields the following chain of estimates (for simplicity we will denote 
constants, depending only on k and X0) 
< cd&f(li G~4L + I/ ~@hd wi - 4L (3.14) 
+ II WM> wj - wj Ilk /I 9 lik f PZ il wj iio+2k--2) 
< c&&,2 II G(4lL2 + PZ !/ wj !lo+de 
We will determine D shortly but for now the first condition we impose is 
CT + 2k - 2 < A,, Then 
II wjtl - w5 Ilk < cdp&? il G(q)lL + PZ~~+~~-~). (3.15) 
In the next set of estimates we again let ck be a constant depending only on 
k and A. First of all, we have 
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We now have 
Gb,-1) = G(wi-1 - R(pd ~1) + G(R(pj) q-1) 
- 23*[oj-l - R( pi) q-1 , R( pi) oj-11: 
G’(q-,)(a~ - q-J = a*(@~ - c+-~) - 2[~+~ , wi - w+,]) 
= a*(&oj - Wjml) - 2[Oj-l - R(pJ wj-1 , wj - wj-,] 
- ~wJ~) %A, 9 - wi-11) 
= G’(R(pJ c+-~)(w~ - wjel) - 28*[ct1~-~ 
- R(p,) wj-1 ) oj - co-,]. 
These relations together with (3.5), (3.6), (3.7), (3.8), and (3.16) imply that 
d Ck(ll 24-1 - JqPj) f$-1 Ilk + /I %-1 - JqPj) %dlk 4 II 9 - %lll",> 
d ck{p;” II v”uj-I llo+k + Pi” II %-1 IlOfk + II wi - 9-l II3 (3.17) 
d ck{P;” II q-1 llo+2k--2 + II 9 - %-1 II3 
< Ck{ p;“p;y + II % - %-1113. 
Combining (3.15) and (3.17) we have 
Set ~j+~ = PY+~ IIoj+l -w 11% 9 where p as well as (T are to be determined. 
Then the above inequality becomes 
We first choose p > 0 such that -&L - k) -3 < 0. With the choice of p we 
nowdeterminea>Osuchthat&+k-2)--++(cr+k-2)<-1 
and -&J + &L + 2k - 2 < - 1. If A, is sufficiently large we will still have 
0 + 2k - 2 ,( A, . Hence (3.18) implies the inequality 
%+I < Ck{Ej2 +pil}- (3.19) 
If one chooses p,, < 4ck2 and c1 = p1 11 w1 - m0 Ilk < 1/2ck (which is certainly 
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possible if q is sufficiently small) one finds that ci < 1/2ck for 0 < i <j + 2, 
We can now verify (3.5) for w~+~ . 
Thus, 1) Q++~ Ij < /I w. /lit + 1/2c, C,“=,p-” < 71 if I 9 /j.c is sufficiently small and 
p,, is sufficiently large. Thus the induction step is completed and we have the 
sequence wo, w1 )..., wj ,... of approximate solution. This is a Cauchy 
sequence in H$l(@, T’), the completion of COJ(D, T’) in the Sobolev 
k-norm, because 
Let 0 = lim,,, wj in HiS1(M, T’). By the Sobolev imbedding theorem we 
actually have that o is of class CQ (i.e., the coefficients of te) have continuous 
derivatives of all order up to so) if k > s o + n. If k is sufieiently large, so is 
so and (3.17) shows that G(w) = 0. Since twj = 9 for all j, we have tw = v. 
lit remains to show that w is actually of class Cm, i.e., w E C*J(JZ, T’). 
We will prove by induction on s 3 ho the following statement: there 
exists a constant C, such that 
I! wj Ils G C,P/ for all sufficiently large j. 
We note that (3.7) gives (3.22), for all s < h,:and allj. Hn 
(3.22), 
order to verify 
W%,l we observe that II wj - o0 lIstI < Cili !I w,+~ - a, ~Isil d Cs+i,o 
Clli j/ M,: !/S+l . An application of (3.9) with 1= s + 1 gives the inequahty 
11 u, list1 < c; [I R(p,,,) w, ljstk-l < c,‘C,-,,,p:;: . 7 for some constant es’. 
Hence I! 0+ IIs+r < II coo lls+1 C c,‘C~-~,~C~+~,~ * q CiLipi;: < C,p;‘l if j is 
sufficiently large. 
We are now in a position to show that the sequence w0 9 wI ,..., oj ,... is a 
Cauchy sequence in every Sobolev s-norm. For this purpose we consider the 
following two statements 
for all sufficiently large j and for some constant C,‘. e have already estabk- 
hed (3.24), and (3.23), follows from (3.17) by taking CT sufficiently large whkh 
is possible if X0 is sufficiently large. 
We first show that (3.23), and (3.24)S imply (3.24),+1 ~Since G(R(p,+J WJ 
G G(wj) - G(wi - R(pj+d aj> t 2a*[wj - R( pf+l) wj 9 R(pj+l) ~c)j‘fs by 
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applying (3..5), (3.9), and (3.22), we obtain a chain of inequalities for all 
sufficiently large j with various constants denoted by d, : 
+ PZl II wj lls+7+1 II f% Ils+J (3.25) 
Since we assume (3.24)s the sequence {oi) is bounded in the II II,-norm. 
Thus we obtain (3.24),+, with the aid of (3.23), if 7 is sufficiently large and p 
has been chosen in advance to be sufficiently large with respect o k. 
Next we will show that (3.22)s (for all s) and (3.24),+, imply (3.23),+1 . In 
order to do this we first write (3.16) with k replaced by s + 1. Second, we 
use the arguments preceding (3.17) and obtain 
II G(wj)ll,-1 < &‘O k-1 - WPJ %I /Is+1 
+ II uj-1 - R(PJ q-1 I/s+1 II 9 - q-1 I/s+1 + II uj - 9-l IIs+ 
< d,‘{p,’ II q-1 l17+s+l+k--2  P?’ II %-1 /Is+l+r Pi” + PY”“l 
< d,‘{ pjTp;:;+k-l + py$;Y?11”p;” + pi”“) (3.26) 
for some constant d,‘. Hence (3.23),+, holds if we choose 7 sufficiently large. 
This completes the induction step and establishes (3.24),+, for all s. But this 
means that the sequence (wj} is a Cauchy sequence in every Sobolev s-norm. 
Hence w E COJ(M, rl). Q.E.D. 
The results in Section 1 indicate that if the almost pseudo-complex structure 
E” C “T’ @ “T” is sufficiently close to “T”, then E” = “Ti for a unique 
T’ I MO-valued Cm differential form rp of type (0, l)b satisfying condition 
(1.27). On the other hand, it is well known that an almost complex structure 
T," on the even-dimensional manifold A4 induced by a T’-valued Cm form w 
of type (0, 1) is a complex structure if and only if J2 = &J - [w, w] = 0. 
Therefore, in view of Proposition 1 .lO we can formulate the extension 
problem stated at the beginning of this section as follows. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (M, M’} be a finite manifold, i.e., M is a relatively 
compact open subset of M’ with P boundary MO , such that conditions I and II 
are satisjed. Let y be a T’ j MO-valued Cm djJerentia1 form of type (0, l)b 
with sufjciently small Sobolev norm I q~ jk for some sufficiently large integer k. 
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Assume that the almost pseudocomplex structure “T,” defined by ‘p is integrable 
and “Tz C “7’ @ “T”. Then there exists w E PJ(%?, T’) such that tw = v and 
.Q = 0. 
Proof. By the previous theorem there is w E Pl(B, T’) such that tw = CJJ 
and 2*.Q = 0. Furthermore, the properties of the Poisson bracket trivially 
imply that %J = 2[w, Q]. Since t&i? = 0 by Proposition 1.11, we have by 
(2.3) the inequality 
!j 32 I/ < 2 jj w Ilk II i2 I’z < 2qC(i/ 52 ji + 11 X2 11). 
On the other hand, by condition I we find that 
I/ $2 Ij < C’ jj 82 I/ for some constant CT’. 
Combining (3.27) and (3.28) we obtain 
// a2 11 < 277q: + C)li a2 11 f 
Hence Z&J = 0 if q is sufficiently small. Then (3.28) gives L? 
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